
A step forward for cabinetmakers...
seamless links from design to production.

Pro Design | Pro Custom | Pro ToolPath



Fast, easy to operate software with seamless links for 
Design, costing, cutting and CNC manufacturing.  

We take the time to individually customise the program to
suit your manufacturing process, and you can modify the 
program yourself to suit your individual needs.  

Job Costing Summary
Cabinet Costing 
Summary
Hardware List
Cabinet Cutting List
Part Cutting List
Doors and Panels List
Quotations    
CNC  Manufacturing  
Customer  Support All 3D Kitchen programs are backed by your agent and 3D

Kitchen head office, providing support for your business 
when you need it.  

Backed By 12 Months Free Technical Support

Customised for you and your business

3D Kitchen 

The program is yours to keep with no ongoing licensing 
fees or hidden costs.

No Ongoing Licensing Fees



Maximise your production from design to CNC Manufacturing.
3D Kitchen Pro ToolPath includes all the features of Pro Design and Pro Custom, and 
more. 

Pro ToolPath enables communication between your design and your CNC machinery, 
automatically producing accurate cutting, shaping and drilling details. 

3D Kitchen Pro Custom includes all the features of Pro Design with the addition of 
comprehensive costing and production reporting.

Design your project and just minutes later produce multiple detailed reports including 
job costing, quotes, accessories, labour, hardware, material, panel saw optimisation 
and cutting lists.  

3D Kitchen Pro Design gives you fast 
and accurate design capabilities for all 
your  cabinetry projects, right through to 
sales and production. You’ll have instant 
access to realistic 3D full motion images 
with lighting and shading, 2D elevations, 
detailed floor, kick and bench plans...all at the 
click of a button.  

Enhance the customer approval process with clear visual 3d 
design output. Create accurate project plans with 3D Kitchen  multi-page PDF creator, 
and streamline production with detailed plans for quoting and ordering.  

Fast and easy design

Pro Design

One step further

The complete package

Pro Custom

Pro ToolPath



The software is pre-programmed to 
include all the necessary hardware 
products required for each job, including 
board material quantity, hinges, drawer 
runners, screws, PVC edges and more. 
Nothing is missed. 

Costing and Production Reports
[ Pro Custom & Pro ToolPath]

The labour content is broken into cutting, 
edging, assembly and installation. 
Generate accurate labour content for 
each job.  For rapid and accurate quoting, 
you can price your design to include 
materials, hardware, accessories and 
labour.

3D Kitchen Pro ToolPath produces accurate drilling and routing positions with “True 
Shape” nesting to optimise material yield.  This includes cabinet numbering for labels, 
floor plan and cutting lists layouts for easy part identification. 

Nesting
[ Pro ToolPath]



The program is yours to keep with no ongoing licensing 
fees or hidden costs.

No Ongoing Licensing Fees

Automatically manages scaling and shaping of all parts. Quickly and easily modify 
any operation such as cabinet sizes, routing, drilling position and cut outs.  3D Kitchen 
Pro ToolPath includes an option for mortise and tenon construction. View your output  
cabinet by cabinet, panel by panel. 

Powerful Parametric Processing
[ Pro ToolPath]



www.3dkitchen.com

VIC
Clutha Adams
0414 495 129

clutha@3dkitchen.com

QLD | NT | WA
Shane McIntosh

0414 869 736
shane@3dkitchen.com

NSW | TAS | SA
Tony Adwan
0417 453 735

tony@3dkitchen.com

NZ
Harley Adams
027 481 3312 

harley@3dkitchen.com

Supporting Your Business Better

Ask  your  agent about our 3D Kitchen Support  Membership 
and for a product demonstration.  


